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Abstract 
This paper aims to discuss the Tay Ninh Holy Tower, the first and the most important temple of Caodaism in Vietnam. This 
temple is located in Tay Ninh in southwestern Vietnam, approximately 90 km to the northwest of Ho Chi Minh City. Caodaism is 
one of the most special religions in Vietnam, as it originated in this country and can be seen as a combination of many other 
religions including Buddhism, Taoism, Catholic, etc. Consequently, Caodaism has also been strongly influenced by the 
theological and ideological ideas of these different religions. On the basis of the paradigm of ‘architecture as a representation of 
realities’, this paper tries to analyze the complicated relationship between the architectural form of the Tay Ninh Holy Tower and 
the religious ideas of Caodaism. The ground plan, the façade, the spatial arrangement, the layout, the decorations and the symbols 
of different parts of this building can all be seen as representations of various cosmic, religious, social and political realities. In 
this paper, the analysis frame of the ‘Axis Mundi & Cosmic Cross’ is applied for the exploration of the significant meanings of 
the Tay Ninh Holy Tower.  
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of CUTE 2016. 
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1. Introduction 
Caodaism is a religion originating in Tay Ninh Province, Southeast of Vietnam. There are the ethnic groups of 
people in this area who are different origins including Khmer, Chinese, Cham, S'tieng and Chauro, and others, 
especially Kinh. They create and harmoniously live in one community, taking care and helping each other. 
Therefore, they also share spiritual element resulting in the religious belief system of the residents in the South 
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intertwined among Buddhist, Catholic, Brahmin, Confucianism, Muslim and so forth. The result is Caodaism as the 
typical combination of those religions.  This religion was establishing at the beginning of 1920s - a combination of 
multiple faiths. Therefore, there are not only the people of the world but also a small number of Vietnamese who 
have not been known about Caodaism. Therefore, through this research, the author expects that the readers will get 
to know about a new religion as well as the interesting things in this religion. 
The Tay Ninh Holy Tower is the first and the biggest Temple of Caodaism in Vietnam. Every detail in this 
architecture has its meaning. Moreover, this structure possesses uniqueness in selecting the land, planning, locating, 
designing shape, size, and detailing the buildings. Every part and small detail bear different figurative meaning so 
that people’s curiosity about this land rises and urge them to visit it in an attempt to discover this religious 
architecture. However, there are a lot of details that are similar to other religions in the world including Buddhism, 
Catholic, Taoism, etc. Doing this research, the author would like to offer readers a knowledgeable individual view 
on Caodai architecture as well as Vietnamese religious culture. In Vietnam and the world, there have been numerous 
research works written about Caodaism from the very beginning of its establishment to notable events in Caodaism 
history. Nevertheless, a real profound research into its architecture is still limited.  The paper would like to expand 
the research scope angled from Caodaism architecture as one of the pioneering studies in religious architecture. 
2. The Axis Mundi and Cosmic Cross represented by Tay Ninh Holy Tower 
The Axis Mundi (also cosmic axis, world axis, and centre of the world), in religion or mythology, is the 
connective place between Heaven and Earth. The architecture of a house, school, department store, or temple may 
represent the reality of the Axis Mundi. The building presents a particular place that makes up its so-called “axis 
link”. Cosmic Cross can be interpreted as the intersection of straight lines. Based on theology, Cosmic Cross 
indicates a particular place where Axis Mundi is created to join the people on Earth to Heaven. 
2.1. Axis Mundi and Cosmic Cross represented in the scale of the Holy land 
 
Figure 1. Tay Ninh Holy Land: (a) Six ways of six underground streams; (b) 12 gates of Tay Ninh Holy Land.  
 
The first, going to analyse the Holy land, according to Jeanine Anboyer in "Far-East Art" who commented that: 
Vietnamese knew how to choose the most beautiful natural to build their religious architecture(Les arts de I' 
Extrême Orient. Pario, 1948, page 83). That is the Vietnam ancient architectural style which was called Architecture 
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VayAagec. Thereby, a Japan priest said that Tay Ninh Holy Tower was built on six underground streams which flow 
through 6 entrances and intersect in one point. It was called "Lục Long Phò Ấn" (ޝ喽ᢦঠ, Caodaism dictionary). 
So, this area will really develop in religion and talent (Đại đạo bí sử [The Mysterious History of Caodaism], Trần 
Văn Rạng, 1971).  
How did they prove it? In the process of studying the nearby area of Holy Land, the people discover that the 
Holy Land located in the center of the rivers, streams, canals, ponds. There are the entrances including Đá spring 
located in the Northeast, approximately 10 km from Tay Ninh Holy Tower; Lâm Vồ spring located in the North, 
approximately 3,5km from Tay Ninh Holy Tower; The front of Tay Ninh Holy Tower was facing to Vàm Cỏ Đông 
River about 7 km to the West; In the Southwest, there is Động Đình lake which located approximately 500 m from 
Tay Ninh Holy Tower flowing to the Ao Hồ canal; Cẩm Giang and Bến Kéo river located in the South which are the 
biggest one of Six Dragons; Located in the East that is Cái spring flowing to the South. Then, it combined with Con 
Lươn spring, Vàm Cỏ Đông river, and Cẩm Giang river to become six dragons which are flowing around Tay Ninh 
Holy land (figure 1a). It shows that the Tay Ninh Holy Tower has represented the Axis Mundi and the six streams 
have represented the Cosmic Cross.  
In the book Cao Đài Từ Điển (Dictionary of Caodaism, 2000), Đức Nguyên (Nguyễn Văn Hồng) has mentioned 
about Lục Long Phò Ấn that according to I Ching (᱃㏃), there is a sentence "ᱲ҈ޝ喽ԕᗑཙ.Ү䚃䆺ॆ.਴↓ᙗ
ભ." (Thời thừa lục long dĩ ngự Thiên, Kiền đạo biến hóa các chính tính mệnh.) means "Always riding six dragons 
to control the sky, even though Gan (sky) changes, the life is still good". Thereby, Caodaists use the symbol of six 
dragons to represent the Caodaism power. Thus, the people can easily find the six dragons anywhere in the Tay Ninh 
Holy Tower. So, the number represents for the Cosmic Cross here which is number six because it has strong 
meaning to this religion. Besides, look at the planning of this area, there are four sides with three gates each side 
(figure 1b). This case was similar to some Chinese plan a long time ago. Changan city, an ancient capital of more 
than ten dynasties in Chinese history, is an excellent example of the long-term survival of this planning style. So, 
there are some similarities to conclude that the plan of Tay Ninh Holy Land has been scrutinized based on the pre-
existing paradigms. The plan of Tay Ninh Holy Tower represents for a great Cosmic Cross.  
2.2.  The Axis Mundi represented by the exterior form of Tay Ninh Holy Tower 
At the beginning of Caodaism history, choosing the holy land to build Tay Ninh Holy Tower is critical. 
Caodaists were brilliant in searching, reviewing and evaluating to select the most appropriate area for their worship 
place. Besides, Caodaists are the poor. They had never heard of any concept or any research methodology before. 
However, what they did for Caodaism, It is a great significance work. It has shown that the notion of center and 
neighborhood were bringing a great influence to religious people. Thereby, analysing Tay Ninh Holy Tower has 
shown close the relationship between folk ideas and scientific theories. The general thinking by a human that is 
anything on the world including big or small, an object to a structure, a human body or a large area, also has a center 
and a platform. 
Looking at overall of the temple, Tay Ninh Holy Tower is also in the same circumstance. It means the way to 
build the temple also based on the spiritual elements and including the theory of the Axis Mundi and Cosmic Cross 
which can find anywhere including inside and outside. Overall of Tay Ninh Holy Tower is three parts including Hiep 
Thien Dai, Cuu Trung Dai, and Bat Quai Dai. The first part - Hiep Thien Dai, there are bell tower and drum tower 
on the left side and right side. Each tower has six floors that are not the same height and are finely carved with a lot 
of symbols. Looking at two towers, a Western Church will be imagined out by anyone at the first time visiting this 
temple, because Tay Ninh Holy Tower has a similar facade. These two towers have made up the unique for 
Caodaism architecture. It also can be represented for the Axis Mundi in this temple. Two towers are as two Axis 
links that connect the sacred and profane. There is three floors architecture between bell tower and drum tower 
which call Hiep Thien Dai. The meaning of the word Hiep Thien Dai in Caodaism dictionary seem like a Palace of 
the meeting between God and Mankind. So, it also can be the Axis Mundi. The middle part of Tay Ninh Holy Tower 
is Cuu Trung Dai. There is a high tower with a square (below) and a circle (above) in the center of this part and also 
of the temple which called Nghinh Phong Dai (outside). The word Nghinh Phong Dai means the welcome place a 
human to be canonisation. The last part of Tay Ninh Holy Tower is Bat Quai Dai, which is a high tower with an 
octagonal shape. It is the place of Duc Chi Ton, Gods, Saints, Buddha, and Fairies. This is also the most important 
part, the soul of Tay Ninh Holy Tower. Therefore, each part of Tay Ninh Holy Tower can be the Axis link that 
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represented for Axis Mundi. 
 
Figure 2: (a)The Tay Ninh Holy Tower; (b) 7 Golden Thrones and The Cosmos Ball.  
 
The last element represents the Axis Mundi of Tay Ninh Holy Tower, which is “The central point” located on 
Bat Quai Dai. The plan of Bat Quai Dai is eight edge shapes. Each side is a part of Bagua including Qian, Kan, Gen, 
Zhen, Xun, Li, Kun, Dui. Considering the part Bat Quai Dai, there are 12 levels of the staircase. The outside parts 
are largest and lowest; the inside parts are smaller and higher as the pyramid. In the center of Bat Quai Dai, there is 
a column to hold the cosmos ball (Qian-Kun ball) which is the image of the Jade Emperor’s universe. Qian and Kun 
are two hexagrams in Bagua representing for Heaven and Earth. Bat Quai Dai is the last part of the Tay Ninh Holy 
Tower, but it is an important place of this temple that worships the Pope and also the Gods, Saints, Fairy, Buddha. 
According to the idea of the Caodaists, when the religious people takes place for a ceremony, the Pope and the other 
Gods always fell from Heaven to attend and observe them. Therefore, Bat Quai Dai is called the most important part 
of Tay Ninh Holy Tower. And the Bat Quai Dai in general and the Cosmos ball in particular also can be considered 
to become the Axis Mundi. 
The big eye is the most important and significant symbol of Caodaism. Caodaists worship the big eye which 
means worship the Jade Emperor. In Tay Ninh Holy Tower, the Eye can be located anywhere such as the flags, each 
window, walls. Primarily, the biggest eye is found on the Cosmos ball. The interesting thing is only Tay Ninh Holy 
Tower where has this ball. Other temples do not have the right to get it. The Eye symbol of Caodaism is so 
significant and unique that any present religions in the world do not contain. This Cosmos Ball and The Eye 
symbolize for the human spirit world of Tay Ninh Holy Tower, it is considered as the link for the divine from heaven 
to come and observe the human activities in the real world. It is the end point of the architecture but is also the 
starting point of a new humanity civilization. When each part of Tay Ninh Holy Tower was divided, we can find 
many things that can be representative for Axis Mundi and Cosmic Cross. It means this theory can be found 
anywhere in a religious architecture. It based on the faith of each person. In this case, overall of Tay Ninh Holy 
Tower, it can be seen the Cosmos ball in Bat Quai Dai is representing for the Axis Mundi and the direction is 
representing for the Cosmic Cross. 
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2.3. Cosmic Cross represented by the interior space of the temple 
 
Figure 3. The plan of Tay Ninh Holy Tower – inside. 
 
In this section, the scale of Tay Ninh Holy Tower will be analysed the aspects including left to right, front to 
back and low to high based on the theory of Cosmic Cross.  First, we are going to analyse three parts inside Tay 
Ninh Holy Tower (see figure 3). The circulation in this temple is distributed from front to back based on the sacred 
level of each part. The ground floor of Hiep Thien Dai is called ‘Tinh Tam Dien’ which is divided into three spaces 
including the main hall, right side for men, left side for women. This area can be considered as a direct area to 
connect the inside and outside of Tay Ninh Holy Tower. 
 
Figure 4. Instruction board in front of Tay Ninh Holy Tower: (a) Right side for men; (b) Left side for women.  
 
The next part - Cuu Trung Dai is a long space connecting Hiep Thien Dai and Bat Quai Dai. It has nine steps 
from lower to higher. From the first level (lowest) to the fourth level, it is usually for those who are the new member, 
the low-level dignitaries, or the people come to attend the ceremony of Caodaism followers. They were not allowed 
to enter higher levels of Cuu Trung Dai. The fifth level is the area for bishops. ‘Nghinh Phong Dai’ is also located 
on the roof of this level. It reminds us to think about the image of the Church in the Western religious architecture of 
Norberg-Schulz, 1974, with the huge dome which is a place to link the humans and divine. The sixth to eighth are 
the higher to higher level of Principal Archbishops, Cardinals and Legist Cardinals. The ninth level is the highest 
level of Cuu Trung Dai where is position of Pope. Thereby, in Cuu Trung Dai, the fifth step likes an Axis Mundi 
that other steps are the Cosmic Cross. It can also be the axis link between Hiep Thien Dai and Bat Quai Dai in this 
temple, and the longitudinal structure represented for the Cosmic Cross. When the Caodaism ceremony performs, 
the Caodaists go into by two side doors (left-side for women and right-side for men). The highest level will go first 
following the rule of figure 5a to the ninth step. Then, the lower level will continue to the eighth to first step of Cuu 
Trung Dai by the same way. So, the way followers of Caodaism perform their religious rites that highlight the Axis 
Mundi and Cosmic Cross. 
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Figure 5: (a) The way to go into the temple of Caodaists when the ceremonies taking place; (b) The nine steps in Tay Ninh Holy Tower  
2.4.  The temple orientation highlighted by the Axis Mundi and Cosmic Cross 
In the construction industry, there are many ways to choose the direction of orientation. However, one of the 
important theories of how to build a house, it was often based on the age of the house owner to choose the direction. 
If not, the people will make a decision following the folklore experience. But Tay Ninh Holy Tower is a religious 
architecture. So, the conception of religious people to build their worship place is different. People usually avoid 
East and West for choosing the direction of the building because this is two main sunshine directions causing 
discomfort for people living inside. However, the religious theory is different. Tay Ninh Holy Tower is a typical 
example which located according to East-West orientation: the back (Bat Quai Dai), where is used for worshiping 
the God, is located on east and the front side (with two bell, drum tower) is turning to West. (See figure 6) 
 
Figure 6. The Tay Ninh Holy Tower orientation - outside.  
 
To explain this concept, Gaston Georgel – a French author said that ‘The light coming from the east’ (L’Orient, 
d’où nous vient la lumière). Hence, the religions also come from the east and spread to the west. The east is where 
the sun rises, in which the sunlight symbolizes for religious light. The sun rises to dispel the darkness as well as 
religion appears and the suffering will disappear. Therefore, the religious theories come from the east. In the contrary, 
the surface of the Holy Tower was turned to the west, which means, people who want to enter the Holy Tower must 
go from west to east. According to the Caodaism history, the way from east to west is probably way to go out. In 
summary, the concept of religious people shows that human civilization in the future is expected to be back from the 
West to the East. That is the rule of the God.  
 
Figure 7. The Axis Mundi and Cosmic Cross of the Tower.  
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3. The similarity between Tay Ninh Holy Tower and other religious buildings 
Caodaism has the age of 100 years. So, Caodaism contains similar architecture designs in compare with those 
religions (Buddhist, Catholic, Brahmin, Confucianism, Muslim and so forth). Especially, Buddhism and Catholicism 
can be said of the major effects on this kind religious architecture. In this section, the author will give two examples 
which are Longshan Temple, Taipei, Taiwan and The Speyer Cathedral in Western to highlight the similarity based 
on the same methodologies. There are multi-representation of the Axis Mundi and the Cosmic Cross in a religious 
building. Longshan Temple is the place to worship many deities of Buddhism and Chinese folk religions including 
Guanyin, Mazu and Guan Yu. In this case, Guanyin was the highest position in the temple. It means, in Longshan 
Temple, the center location of the plan will be the largest building to worship Guanyin. Other deities will be located 
around Guanyin building for meaning lower hierarchies. It can be seen Guanyin building in general and Guanyin, in 
particular, are a point that represents for the Axis Mundi. And other buildings represent for Cosmic Cross of this 
temple (figure 8a). There is a similar point with Longshan temple that Tay Ninh Holy Tower was arranged based on 
the hierarchy. However, the level of the hierarchy is from lower to higher from Hiep Thien Dai to Bat Quai Dai. 
Thus, Bat Quai Dai in general and the cosmos ball, in particular, was chosen to represent for Axis Mundi in Tay 
Ninh Holy Tower. And it is located in the last and highest part in this temple. 
 
 
Figure 8: (a) The plan of Longshan Temple, Taipei, Taiwan; (b) The plan of  Speyer Cathedral in Western [3] 
 
Speyer Cathedral has a similar structure to the Tay Ninh Holy Tower, longitudinally and centralization (figure 
8a). However, the cathedral is dedicated to St. Mary, patron saint of Speyer, and St. Stephen. That is why it does not 
have the hierarchy as the two temples above. Instead, the Cathedral is classified by function and important level of 
space. The region is considered the most important in this building that is a centralized space that was used when the 
building task was a baptistery. It is the great building that was preceded by an atrium with a central fountain for 
purification. "The dome on the top represents heaven while the lower parts of an earthly zone. The more sacred it is 
held to be Divine light emanate from the heavenly dome and spread to the centralized space below" (Christian 
Norberg-Schulz, 1974, p.63). And it is symbolizing for the Axis Mundi in this building.  
Caodaism is the third largest religion after Buddhism and Christian. The author selected two examples above 
because the architecture of Tay Ninh Holy Tower strongly influenced from Chinese Pagodas and Christian Churches 
from the shape to small details. Thereby, we can find similarities that the Axis Mundi is always located at the 
highest and the most important place in a religious architecture. Through the analysis and comparison above, the 
reader can more understand the similarities and differences between the structure of the Tay Ninh Holy Tower and a 
Chinese temple as also a Western church. In summary of this section, there is a question that is: Was Tay Ninh Holy 
Tower built on the selective imitation and improvement from other religious structures? 
4. Conclusion 
This study helps the readers clearly understand the Caodaism, the 3rd largest religion in Vietnam, the only one to 
be established and first practiced by Vietnamese as well as unknown to the majority of the population in the world. 
Thus, doing this research, the author would like to offer readers a knowledgeable individual view on Tay Ninh Holy 
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Tower, the first and largest temple of Caodaism, as well as Vietnamese religious culture. As the result, the readers 
have more knowledge of the architecture of a new religion in the world. It was built on the foundations in the past, 
but it still has its unique character. It was analyzed by the theme Axis Mundi and Cosmic Cross. However, this 
paper still has some limitation that is some meaning of certain components of Tay Ninh Holy Tower was not 
explained due to the full record of all details of the construction process is not available now. Besides, in the process 
of gathering documents, the author also encountered the restrictions because the Caodaists do not allow the visitors 
penetrating too deeply into their sacred area. This limitation could be regarded as a very slight shortcoming of the 
research. Though, the author hopes this article will somehow contribute to the foundation of further researches on 
this religion and also others religions on the same case in the future. This article summarizes a Study on Tay Ninh 
Holy Tower of Caodaism in Vietnam. To clearly understand about it, please follow the reference in the next, as well 
as master's thesis of the author for further details. 
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